JANUSZ REYKOWSKI’S CONCEPT OF MORAL DEVELOPMENT
AS AN MULTI-DIMENSIONAL PHENOMENON AND ITS APPLICATIONS
IN INTERCULTURAL STUDIES

In the present work, an attempt to specify the theory-cognitive significance of Reykowski’s concept of multidimensional moral development for intercultural studies. This proposal seems to be particularly useful in pedagogical analyses dealing with moral reasoning of children. The presented research results and their interpretation confirm the presence of intercultural differentiation in the development of evaluation standards of learners in late childhood. Thus, this concept may have broader application in intercultural studies in education.
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Introduction

Expressing evaluating judgments by individuals is a significant constituent of the way their world of values is pictured. It also helps to analyze the process of valuing certain phenomena (stimuli, objects, events) which function in the observed socio-cultural reality. One of the most important features of such processes is the individual’s constant and methodical ordering of phenomena, mostly from the point of view of their positive or negative character. This means the ordering is done in regard to the valence of phenomena, which occurs in two basic forms — as the affective reaction or evaluative judgment — the latter appears when the individual is equipped with appropriate cognitive standards (Reykowski, 1990, p. 36; Czapiński, 1988, pp. 101–112).

In the analysis of the individual’s moral development, Janusz Reykowski’s concept takes into consideration a broader, multi-dimensional perspective of the development of the individual’s general evaluation activity and its principles. Therefore, referring to this concept allows to distinguish three qualitatively different processes (developmental levels) of attributing valency to cognitive schemes due to three different sources of standards:

— level (development) of hedonistic standards — (the organismal source) — the organism’s ability to respond affectively to various stimuli (experiences) which differ in modality, intensity, frequency and timing. Owing to affective reactions, resulting from different activities, appropriate cognitive schemes become filled with affective contents and are transformed into hedonistic evaluation standards;

— level (development) of normative standards — (the social source) — originating in the course of social interaction through main forms of social influence on the individual (modelling — providing model patterns and using obligation), which bring about normative evaluation standards of two kinds: authoritarian standards, where authority (for instance, an important person to the child) is the source of the standard, and conformist ones, where the group of equals (peers) becomes this source. As a result of the individual’s developmental processes, normative standards (controlled by the experience of approval / disapproval) undergo transformation, which leads to weakened sensitivity of evaluation judgments to outer influence, and, in turn, to the birth of the individual’s (more or less intense) inner control;

— level (development) of cognitive standards — (the cognitive source) — which make cognitive schemes (representing the phenomena that facilitate or hinder the function of stabilized cognitive structures) acquire valence — in this way becoming cognitive standards of evaluation. Thus, the individual can make conscious choices resulting from the multitude of experience (information) which constitutes the following kinds of standards
behaviours could seem “physically pleasant” or “physically unpleasant” for the child;

— normative-authoritarian orientation: such standards were chosen owing to which the evaluated behaviours may be treated as appropriate because they were concordant with the opinions and expectations of people who are significant for the child (e.g., parents, teachers);

— normative-conformist orientation: such standards were chosen owing to which the evaluated behaviours may be treated as appropriate because they were concordant with the opinions and expectations of the peers.

— pragmatic-ipsocentric orientation: such standards were chosen owing to which the evaluated behaviours could seem favourable or unfavourable for the child;

— pragmatic-allocentric orientation: such standards were chosen owing to which the evaluated behaviours could seem favourable or unfavourable for another person who is important for the child;

— pragmatic-sociocentric orientation: such standards were chosen owing to which the evaluated behaviours could seem favourable or unfavourable for the group which is close to the child (family, peer group, school class);

— pragmatic-task orientation: such standards were chosen owing to which the evaluated behaviours could be viewed not in the context of one's own and the others' interests, but could be seized in a broader context as a task system undertaken by anyone who can contribute to solving the task;

— axiological orientation: such standards (metastandards) were chosen owing to which the evaluated behaviours could be treated as appropriate because they were concordant with the recognized (by the child) system of higher values — at the same time (due to the respondents' age) the lack or incidental occurrence of the differentiation in axiological criteria was assumed.

Individual responses of children were conditioned by four initial questions:

1. Describe in your own words what you can see in the picture.
2. Evaluate the behaviour of the heroes.
3. Justify why the heroes behave in this way.
4. Describe and justify your behaviour in a similar situation.

In the applied classification of pupils' declarations concerning the choice of reasons for behaviour in certain socio-moral situations, what was mainly taken into account was the criterion of the frequency of the pupils' using the values as inner standards. Outer socialization determinants, associated with the differentiation due to children's sex and age, as well as with cultural differentiation (borderland type, socio-economic status of their educational environments), were also focused on.

The analysis of the empirical data, performed in regard to the ways of behaviour justification (attributing values), indicated that I–III class
learners present different, simultaneously occurring, evaluation orientations, which (due to the examined environments) formed the following systems:

- in the Polish-Belarussian borderland: hedonistic — pragmatic-allocentric — normative-authoritarian;
- in the Polish-Czech borderland: hedonistic — pragmatic-ipsocentric / allocentric — normative-conformist / authoritarian;
- in the Polish-German borderland: hedonistic — normative-conformist — pragmatic-ipsocentric;

What is a characteristic feature of all examined children is exhibiting two basic forms of evaluation activity — emotional and notional — which, as important developmental markers of late childhood, determine the process of evaluation. Evaluation preferences of children are based on a double system which is associated with organismal standards (the source of children's expression of affective experience) and which also refers to social influences and cognitive functioning.

The categories of moral values — good, loving, helpful, truthful, honest, kind — applied in the research are considered by younger children mostly on the level of behaviours; whereas, the situation interpretations of class III pupils are more frequently connected with the motivation to this kind of activities (with autonomic values). Inner standards, as the criteria used by older children, most frequently function while referring to the following values:

- good — in the Polish-Belarussian borderland;
- loving — in the Polish-Czech borderland;
- truthful — in the Polish-German borderland,
- helpful — in culturally homogeneous environments.

At the same time, the values of good, love and truth are — due to axiological preferences of borderland learners — most appreciated by them as inner determinants of their ethical conduct towards other people. The implementation of the other values — helpful, honest, kind — which received lower preferences in spite of their declared (by children of both sexes) importance, does not find confirmation in concrete socio-moral behaviours. The evaluation criteria used in this case depend on outer factors, and are formed in the context of gaining immediate benefits (pleasures) from being helpful, honest and kind. This kind of orientation, called hedonistic-pragmatic (egocentric) by N. Eisenberg, reflects considerable impact of hedonistic standards on younger children. Affective experiences (marked by valency features) expressed by these children, refer mostly to direct, individual observations of different facts and phenomena and their ordering (notional coding or associating with notions) with a view to achieving personal satisfaction. According to J. Reykowski, the development of all evaluation standards occurs in two layers. Firstly, hedonistic (organismal) standards appear as the earliest because children seem to identify what is good with what is pleasant. Secondly, in the process of development, the range of hedonistic standards broadens, which results in their gradual stabilization, expressed by more or less stable hedonistic preferences of children (Gołąb, Reykowski, 1985, pp. 40–41).

Culturally determined differences appear in reference to normative and cognitive standards. In the declarations of learners living in transient borderlands (Bialystok — Grodno and Czech Cieszyn), the authority of parents and teachers as the source of normative standards is marked as statistically significant (on the level 0.05). A clear tendency among children to harmonize these two sources of authoritarian influences can be indicated. Although authority implies hierarchical relations, requires subordination and one-sided respect (Gołąb, Reykowski, 1985, p. 20), learners' free responses reflect a positive emotional attitude to parents and teachers, shaped through the direct observation, imitation and identification with them. Close, warm relations parents (especially mothers) is confirmed by all examined children, and it is the authority of mother that determines their evaluations. The results of many studies on the transformations taking place in contemporary families confirm that "regardless their type, the significance of material bonds decreased significantly (...). However, the significance of subject-oriented bonds, based on emotional relations, love, friendship, kindness and respect, increased. A kind of evolution of mutual relations in family has taken place" (Jacher, 1987, p. 63; Adamski, 2002; Brzozowski, 1998; Nowak-Dziemianowicz, 2002; Ogrodzka-Mazur, 2011; 2016; Rostowska, 1991). Analyzing the group of parents and mixed families (of various nationalities and / or religions) living in transient borderlands, a lot of attention is paid to the parents' personal example, which in their opinion determines the level and quality of the values represented by the child. Good, love and tolerance (not only religious) are not only values declared by parents, but they are also present in their everyday behaviours. This can be confirmed by the results of the observation of participants, as well as the results of earlier studies in this field (Lewowicki, Suchodolska, 2000; Nikitorowicz, 1992; Nikitorowicz, 1997; Rusek, 1997). In these families, a specific cross-generation transmission takes place and its determinant is passing cultural contents and goods (experiences), referred to as cultural heritage of the family commonwealth, which indicates the way in which this family's tradition comes into being.

To the same or greater extent (in Grodno and Czech Cieszyn, Kendall's tau rank correlation coefficient is respectively: 0.86 and 0.73) than parental influences, the authority of the teacher as a significant person becomes the source of normative standards.
for learners. In culturally homogeneous environments, children are mostly guided by the standards of the teacher's authority (in Kielce and Trzebinia, Kendall's rank correlation coefficient tau is 0.73); however, their parents' opinions have much less influence on their evaluations. Such high rank of teachers and parents' authority in both transient borderlands (except for Cieszyn) and in culturally homogeneous environments, has various determinants. On the basis of the conducted observations, interviews and the research among the respondents, the following can be recognized as most significant:

— preserving cultural continuity in family and school as developmental contexts of the child in spite of current transformation processes and cultural changes;

— personal (emotional-intimate) character of mutual relations; parent — child — teacher, which have a high level of stability and permanence;

— successful (undisturbed) fulfillment of the developmental tasks of late childhood concerning family and school, which enables — according to E. H. Erikson's concept — a synthesis of experience and, at the same time, building a well-balanced sense of identity;

— no phenomenon of "socialization shift".

A different type of normative orientation, of conformist nature, occurs in case of learners from Polish-German contact borderland and children from Cieszyn. The source of their evaluation activity is mostly the reference group which implies the relation of equality and the demands which often have the character of "collective will" (Gołąb, Reykowski, 1985, p. 44; Reykowski, 2002, pp. 33–45). The significance of peer group remains in sharp contact with the influence of parents and teachers' authority, despite statistically significant similarity between the two agents in the field of axiological preferences (Kendall's tau rank correlation coefficient is 0.86 for Gubin and Guben, and 0.73 for Cieszyn). In their responses, the examined pupils attribute their peers a significant role in the process of evaluation. Close friends' opinions and the demands of the group (most often an informal one) determine the criteria according to which their evaluation activity occurs. The tendency of children from Gubin, Guben and Cieszyn to follow the preferences of the peer group (more than in the remaining environments) may be associated with cultural and socialization changes which take place in the investigated borderlands. Among other features, these changes are characterized by:

— gradual transformation of the contact Polish-German borderland into an immigration-economic borderland and of the transient Polish-Czech borderland into a borderland related to a contact one;

— pupils' forming of a new behaviour style, based on indirect interactions with adults, or direct ones, most often necessitated by particular family or school situation;

— the occurrence of "socialization shift", which means evidently limited significance of parents and teachers' authority;

— the lack of coherence in the perception and fulfillment of late childhood developmental tasks, which are more oriented towards achieving personal independence.

In the situation of multicultural transient borderlands, learners — contrary to their peers living in the Polish-German borderland or in culturally homogeneous environments — declare stronger influence of pragmatic-allocentric standards (used mainly by girls — Białystok, Grodno, Czech Cieszyn) and ipsocentric ones (used more frequently by boys from Cieszyn) on their evaluations. In many situations, the girls' evaluation of behaviours, as favourable or unfavourable for another important for them person, has features of autoreflexive empathic orientation, which N. Eisenberg attributes to some school children and to many adolescents. Thus, it can be assumed that in the examined transient borderland environments more mature moral reasoning of pupils occurs, the reasoning which focuses on the human nature of the Other, and which triggers off positive emotions connected with the effects of learners' own acts (Einsenberg, 1990, pp. 104–109). The moral values preferred in these groups (good and loving) get the nature of internalized metaprinciples (axiological criteria) which justify undertaking actions for the good and / or protection of other people. However, as other studies seem to confirm, the frequently expressed by boys orientation towards their own interests, growing especially in class III, seems to be a developmental property concordant with the stereotype of the male role. It also agrees with the general tendency highlighting the permanence of our cultural tradition in the aspect of socialization in the field of sex (Smoleńska, Wieczorkowska, 1993, pp. 133–134; Mandal, 2004; pp. 17–27).

Pragmatic-ipsocentric modality is used as the domineering evaluation standard by most of the pupils from the Polish-German borderland, who indicate in their declarations an important role of their own Self in behaviour control. Individualistic character of children's evaluations is expressed firstly in reference to behaviours which bring about I benefit (pleasure); and secondly, as a way of rationalization which justifies the lack of such behaviours which might be unfavourable for I. The double — motivational and rationalizational — meaning of egocentric orientation exhibited by pupils is strictly connected with their high evaluation of the value truthful, which is also a basic criterion (principle) of their own conduct and of the valuation of other people's deeds.

In culturally homogeneous environments, the domination of pragmatic task/ sociocentric standards is quite distinct — according to them, children evaluate behaviours not in regard to their...
own and/or other people’s interests, but are guided by the good of a particular situation (a task) which is to be fulfilled. In case of most children, the task orientation determines the sociocentric attitude in relation to positively evaluated school peer group. Their evident preferring of the value helpful may be associated with particular cultural and socialization patterns, shaped in integrated classes (such classes also function in Białystok and Cieszyn); and may also be connected with the stronger (than in other examined environments) authority of teachers and the educational values promoted by them.

**Final remarks**

Concluding the undertaken discussion, an attempt to specify the theory-cognitive significance of Reykowski’s concept of multidimensional moral development for intercultural studies draws attention to the occurrence of:

— double (emotional and notional) character of evaluation preferences of class I–III learners from culturally differentiated environments;

— simultaneous different evaluation orientations, the arrangement of which is determined by cultural and socialization character of basic educational environments;

— inner standards as evaluation criteria applied by III class pupils, functioning in regard to the value good (in Polish-Belarussian borderland), loving (in Polish-Czech borderland), truthful (in Polish-German borderland) and helpful (in culturally homogeneous environments);

— more mature moral reasoning in the situation of transient borderlands, which is characterized by autoreflexive empathic orientation, attributed to some school children and many adolescents.

The presented research results and their interpretation confirm, in regard to Reykowski’s concept of multidimensional moral development, the presence of intercultural differentiation in the development of evaluation standards of learners in late childhood. Thus, this concept may have broader application in intercultural studies in education.
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